
- Books circulated: We're still counting.
- Reference questions
  - Fall 2009
    - Middletown: 813 (An additional 819 technical help questions were answered.)
    - Newburgh: 186 (An additional 134 technical help questions were answered.)
  - Spring 2009
    - Middletown: 874 (An additional 563 technical help questions were answered.)
    - Newburgh: 34
- Laptop and netbook computers loaned (Middletown) Fall 2009: 480
- Interlibrary loan requests: We're still counting.

Online Database Statistics

- Database page visits
  - Fall 2009: 23,047
  - Spring 2009: 20,629
- Highest Database page visits (per week):
  - 3,033 – November 15 to 21, 2009
  - 2,519 - Mar 29 - Apr 4, 2009

ARTICLE DATABASE DOWNLOADS JANUARY - DECEMBER 2009

ARTstor Fall 2009 Searches 1251 Images viewed 858.

CQ Researcher: Articles retrieved 5,007 (1917 spring, 437 summer, 2653 fall)

Ebsco (All databases):

- Searches 200299 (spring 40852, summer 8145, fall 151302)
- Documents: 31768 (spring 9858, summer 1482, fall 20428)
  - America History & Life
    - Searches (spring 1926, summer 396, fall 5410)
    - Documents (spring 238, summer 47, fall 488)

CINAHL (Nursing)
- Searches (spring 4618, summer 435, fall 11106)
Documents (spring 1487, summer 136, fall 3808)

**Academic Search, Primary Search**

**World History Collection**
- Searches (spring 1714, summer 251, fall 4294)
- Documents (spring 285, summer 24, fall 537)

**Education Research Complete**
- Searches (spring 1752, summer 233, fall 4972)
- Documents (spring 316, summer 27, fall 1106)

**Environment Complete**
- Searches (summer 151, fall 4476)
- Documents (summer 13, fall 694)

**Computer Source**
- Searches (spring 1562, summer 122, fall 3484)
- Documents (spring 192, summer 1, fall 137)

**Business Source**
- Searches (spring 1245, summer 259, fall 3392)
- Documents (spring 328, summer 58, fall 285)

**Medline**
- Searches (spring 2860, summer 404, fall 4456)
- Documents (spring 539, summer 74, fall 886)

**Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection**

Searches (summer 205, fall 5005)
Documents (summer 18, fall 882)

**Science Direct:**
- Searches 4284 (1966 spring, 366 summer, 1456 fall)
- Documents 3788 (2181 spring, 434 summer, 1669 fall)

**JSTOR** 15,736 (7965 spring, 905 summer, 5370 fall)

**ProQuest databases**
- ABI/INFORM Dateline:
  - Searches (spring 9210, summer 1473, fall 3796)
  - Documents (spring 1002, summer 279, fall 1074)
- ABI/INFORM Global:
  - Searches (spring 8669, summer 1138, fall 2822)
  - Documents (spring 1109, summer 193, fall 837)
- ABI/INFORM Trade & Industry: 555
- Searches (spring 8158, summer 1138, fall 2032)
  - Documents (spring 178, summer 34, fall 113)
- American Medical Association:
  - Searches (spring 9389, summer 1319, fall 2927)
  - Abstracts (spring 621, summer 34, fall 478)
- Criminal Justice Periodicals: 8586
  - Searches (spring 8586, summer 1174, fall 3311)
  - Documents (spring 255, summer 29, fall 516)
- Platinum Periodicals
  - Searches (spring 4776, summer 1074, fall 2404)
  - Documents (spring 963, summer 239, fall 940)
- Psychology Journals
  - Searches (spring 3455, summer 1075, fall 5362)
  - Documents (spring 85, summer 43, fall 1781)
- Social Science Journals
  - Searches (spring 3916, summer 1176, fall 3096)
  - Documents (spring 24, summer 45, 495)
- ProQuest Health Management: 1,283
  - Searches (spring 9164, summer 1264, fall 2838)
  - Documents (spring 732, summer 67, fall 517)
- ProQuest Newspapers:
  - Searches (spring 9233, summer 1521, fall 5042)
  - Documents (spring 2192, summer 472, fall 2390)
- ProQuest Nursing & Allied Health Source: 964
  - Searches (spring 8780, summer 1184, fall 2560)
  - Documents (spring 248, summer 13, fall 221)

PychNET: 5758 (4409 spring, 131 summer, 1218 fall)

Research Library:
- Searches (spring, summer 1590, fall 3404)
- Documents (spring, summer 314, 907)

Information Literacy Instruction classes
- Fall 2009
  - Middletown: 95
  - Newburgh: 34
- Spring 2009
• Middletown: 68
• Newburgh: 15
• Laptop/Computer Classes
  • Spring 2009: 8
  • Fall 2009: 15

**Search Statistics from other sources**

- The top searches on [Yahoo! Buzz](#)*
- [Google Zeitgeist](#)* tracks searches from different categories. Click the topic from the list on the left.
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